To Whom It May Concern (TSA and Others):

PLEASE DO NOT REMOVE!!

The enclosed camping stove poses NO potential for combustion.

1) The stove has been cleaned and disassembled.
2) There is Zero % chance of any residual fuel in the stove or fuel line.
3) This stove requires an external fuel source bottle/canister filled with fuel in order to burn.
4) No Fuel or Canister is being transported.

From the TSA Website: (section on checked/carry-on requirements for camp stove)

Minimize your chances of having to surrender camping items at the screening checkpoint by packing any sharp items safely in your checked baggage and ensuring all equipment is empty of fuel.

Camp stoves can travel as carry-on or checked luggage only if they are empty of all fuel and then cleaned such that no fuel vapors or residue are noticeable. Aerosol insecticides are not permitted in carry-on; however they are permitted in checked baggage as long as they are not labeled as hazardous material (HAZMAT). Please wrap cords and layer items in bags so officers can get a clear view of the items.

Even if an item is generally permitted, it may be subject to additional screening or not allowed through the checkpoint if it triggers an alarm during the screening process, appears to have been tampered with, or poses other security concerns. The final decision rests with TSA on whether to allow any items on the plane.

If you have any questions about this please contact me on my mobile phone at: ____________________